Specialising in creating understated
glamorous, elegant, stylish and timeless
spaces with attention to detail from
inception through to delivery.
Time to choose dk interiors.

What can you offer clients that others can’t?
The competition is vast in the interior design industry, there
are so many designers to choose from, we offer style and
creativity combined with professionalism, experience,
efficiency, technical knowledge, in today’s world it is not
enough to just be creative. Running complex projects and
working with clients takes a huge amount of professionalism,
we offer just that!
We are also a full member of the BIID, a registered interior
designer with respected testimonials, repeat business from
loyal clients.

How did you become an interior designer?
My previous career was in fashion, I was a successful buyer
for a very large retailer which exposed me to such a wide
range of products, fabrics, colour, trends as well as gaining
a huge amount of management experience including
running large teams of people.
I had, and still have a huge passion for fashion and loved
my job but I really needed to re-invigorate my passion with
a new direction and career path, I was feeling stifled and
lacking creative stimulation. With my eye and flair for colour,
fabric and style, I decided to explore other related career
paths and directions and decided interior design was the
most relevant and related path. Not only did I undertake a
diploma in Interior Design but also obtained practical,
professional and technical experience in an Interior design
studio before embarking on establishing my own business in
2008, a 3 month internship transformed into 6 years working
in the practice and now dk INTERIORS is in it’s 13th year!
What services do you offer?
Our preference is to be involved from the outset of a
refurbishment, working in collaboration with the architect
and other professionals developing a home to suit the
lifestyle, brief and the budget unique to each client.
Our service is all encompassing, starting with spatial planning,
maximising space and flow, the services depends on the
brief, it ranges from a full design service including designing
bathrooms. Kitchens, joinery and furniture to individual
rooms schemes focusing on sourcing, designing furniture
and soft furnishings. Alongside our design expertise is the
attention to detail in managing and overseeing project
renovations where required.

What’s your design ethos?
Quiet and refined luxury, understated and stylish, we always
listen and interpret the client’s lifestyle and needs, after all
it is their home and it has to reflect their personality.
Describe your dream project
We have been lucky to work on a few dream projects,
people, product, space, architectural details all combine
to create the dream, when they work in harmony and
cohesion (does not happen every time!), it makes the
whole process so worthwhile.
It would be a dream though to work on a boutique hotel or
villa overseas!

Telephone: 020 8455 1254 / Mobile: 07836 212845
Email: studio@dkinteriors.uk.com

